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Reviewer's report:

Although there are some sampling issues (which are off-set to an extent by the sample size), I do like this paper and feel it is of much interest, given the current salience of the important issue which it addresses. Most of my previous comments have been dealt with well by the authors (these were mainly discretionary points which were addressed through additional referencing). I now have only a few minor concerns / comments to make for their further consideration.

Discretionary Revisions

1. (A3 & A4) Although it is encouraging that there was a strong correlation between school postcode deprivation and own home postcode deprivation, I still have some reservations about combining individuals who are deprivation coded by school postcode with those classified by home postcode. It did cross my mind that for consistency the authors might consider simply using school postcodes for all, stating that these were strongly correlated with the postcodes of their pupils.

2. (A8) I would still have preferred to see more than seven beverage categories. These are too broad, both in terms of product type and ABV within product types. I understand that for consistency it may be best to stick to categories used by national statistics, even if these are flawed. It would have been better to have had a more comprehensive number of categories to start with, which could be coded into these prior classifications when required.

I suspect that, rather than it being the case that less than 1% consume products such as MD20/20 or Lambrini etc., that these are likely to have been subsumed into wine by respondents (though the latter for example is perry). Perhaps it would best just to acknowledge that this approach was in-line with previous national surveys (though these may be less than perfect), rather than stating the figure “less than 1%”, which I imagine the manufacturers of certain products will quickly embrace as proof that they do not market to children. I know of no other product type which proudly trumpets its lack of market share (e.g. see Economic Times, 2009, with illustration by, McMillan, 2005 or Mann, 2007). I would therefore advise deleting this figure for this reason, perhaps replacing it with a comment such as that made for large volume beer, and also by providing an example of an ‘other’ beverage.

3. (A9-13) Related to the above, I suspect some of the large volume cider effect
may have been due to these tending to be containers for white cider (high ABV) as opposed to amber cider (weak ABV) which may be more often found in cans and bottles. A two litre bottle of white cider with 50% extra free, e.g. White Lightening, could contain 22.5 standard units (i.e. double what the authors have coded here). In any case, I would still support the authors’ contention here, against the comments made by another referee in points B3, B16 & B26, in that, for one reason or another, there is a large volume cider effect at play here, perhaps owing to drinking context, brand-image, etc.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Lightning_(cider)
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